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Two Notes on Machine "Learning" 
HENRm I I .  ~'[ARTENS 
Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc., M~lrray Hill, New Jersey 
The plan of a program that enables a computer to "learn" to play 
tic-tac-toe, and related 3 X 3 board games, is described. The pro- 
grammed computer has no built-in knowledge of the game to bc 
played, except for a rule for determining legal moves. It specifical!y 
does not "know" what constitutes a win, loss, or draw, but must be 
informed of the outcome at the end of each play. Experience indi- 
cates that a fair competence in tic-tac-toe playing is reached after 
30 to 50 plays. 
Generalizing from this example of a "learning machine," the 
notion of an L-automaton is introduced via a formal, behaviourlstlc 
definition, in an attempt to give an abstract characterization f ma- 
chine "learning." A solution to the design problem for a general class 
of L-automata is presented. 
INTRODUCTION 
The possibility of realizing learning or adaptive behavior in automata 
has, in recent years, attracted considerable attention, and has provided 
food for much speculation under the general heading "Can Machines 
Think?". In the following pages we shall attempt o prepare the way 
for a theory of a class of automata whose behavior is akin to learning. 
The definition of this class is behavioristic: it does not prescribe the in- 
ternal structure of the automata, and may thus also be taken as an at- 
tempted characterization of "learning" appropriate for the application 
to automata. Our main conclusion is that the design problem for this 
class of automata is, in a certain sense, trivial. 
I t  should be emphasized that our object is to study a form of machine 
behavior believed to be of interest in its own right; wc make no attempt 
to set up models for human or animal brain functions. I Ience the word 
"learning" must be understood merely as a suggestive designation of the 
kind of beha~4or we have in mind, and which remains to be characterized 
more precisely. As a concession to the champions of the supremacy of 
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mind over matter we have adopted the designations "L-automaton" 
and "L-behavior" in our formal work. 
Because of the inherent abstraction of the definition of L-automata, it
appeared esirable to introduce and motivate the discussion by a note 
describing a game"learning" program recently written for the Bell Tele- 
phone Laboratories' Leprechaun computer. The program was designed 
to enable the computer to "learn" to play any of a class of games play- 
able on a 3 X 3 board. 
Note I: A Computer Program for Game-"LearnTng ,s 
1. DESCRIPT ION OF PROGRAM 
I.i INTRODUCTORY I~EMARKS 
As we hope to show in our second note, it is possible to give a general 
characterization of machine "learning," and to give a general solution 
to the design problem for "learning machines," provided certain finite- 
ness requirements are satisfied. 
It is hardly to be expected that such a general solution will be of much 
practical significance. The interesting cases appear only when the "learn- 
ing" task is sufficiently well defined so that the inputs and outputs of 
the machine may be assumed to have a definite structure. In the game- 
"learning" program, to be dcscribed presently, it is assumed that the 
input and output symbols are related to the positions of marks on a 
3 X 3 board, which may be thought of as the familiar tic-tac-toe board. 
Under this assumption it is possible to program the machine to take ad- 
vantage, wherever possible, of structure properties uch as symmetry, 
reversibility of positions, etc. 
We should like, at this point, to draw attention to the fact that the 
game-"learning" program satisfies one (but hardly more than this) 
criterion for a useful machine: it is designed to operate in real time, i.e. 
to play against a human opponent, and acquires a reasonable skill in 
the course of 30 to 50 plays. While we have no illusions about the sig- 
nificance of this fact in the present context, it seems to us that this cri- 
terion is one to be kept in mind when evaluating the "learning effi- 
ciency" of a proposed machine. One should examine the time required 
to "learn" a task in a natural environment rather than in a simulated 
environment where the time scale may be completely distorted. 
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1.2 IIEURISTIC DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAM 
The basic frame of reference is the 3 • 3 board. We assume, further- 
more, that the games to be played are subject, to the further estriction 
that 
(A) The contestants play by alternately marking one, and only one, 
previously unmarked field. 
(B) The evaluation of the game is a fixed function of the end config- 
uration, the final move having been made by the winner (except in case 
of a draw). 
One may note, in particular, that no assumption has been made about 
any symmetry of the game. 
The programmed computer is initially "ignorant" of the rules of the 
game, except as specified under (A) and (B) above. Thus, it can deter- 
mine legal moves, but must "learn" the winning combinations by ex- 
perience. To do so, it selects its moves guided by a few heuristic ideas. 
These are formulated in sLx rules with an order of preference. 
Thefirst rule calls for a perfect repetition of a previous win, if possible. 
That is: if by marking a certain field the machine produces a perfcct 
match to a configuration listed as a win in its memory, it makes that 
mark. 
The second rule calls for a partial match of a previous win. In this case 
the marks made by the machine in a previous win are assumed to be a 
subset of those made by the machine in the present play plus some mark 
which the machine then selects as its next move. 
The lhird rule reflects an attempt to imitate the opponent by apply- 
ing a procedure analogous to that in the second rule to the opponent's 
marks in a previously lost play. 
The fourth rule calls for a blocking move to prevent the opponent from 
rcpcating a previous disastcr. In this case the opponent's marks are as- 
sumed to be such that the addition of another mark will produce a set 
containing the opponent's marks in a previously lost play, and the ma- 
chine selects the move that will prevent he opponent from completing 
the inclusion. 
The fifth and sixth rules refer to situations where none of the previous 
rules apply. In order to describe these rules we must first introduce the 
notion of an admissible move. When the machine is confronted with a 
board configuration and asked to make a move, it first determines what 
the possible legal moves are. It then scans its memory to determine 
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whether ally of the legal moves would result in a loss. The e,ld configura- 
tion of any lost play is recorded in memory as a hopeless configuration. 
If, by making one of the legal moves, the machine would leave an op- 
portunity for the opponent to make a move and match a hopeless con- 
figuration, that legal move is recorded as inadmissible. If it turns out 
that all legal moves are inadmissible, the board configuration is entered 
in memory as a hopeless one. 
Ilulesfive and six then call for the selection of an admissible move or a 
legal move, respectively. 
To make things specific, arbitrary rules arc made for selecting moves, 
where several moves could bc made undcr the same rule. Thus the fields 
of the board are numbered, and the lowest numbered field is always se- 
lected. If a rule applies to several memory entries, it is applied to the 
last entry. Finally, as mentioned above, the rules are given in order of 
preference. 
We have so far said nothing about symmetries. If we consider the 
board as a square divided into nine fields, as for tic-tac-toe, there are 
eight obvious geometric symmetry transformations. In matching con- 
figurations, the machine will at first make no distinction between sym- 
metric configurations. However, if a perfect match is made according to 
the first talc, and the expected wi,l is not forthcoming, the machine will 
record the symmetry transformation asinvalid and make no ft, rther use 
of it. 
It should be noted that although the rules arc rcasonable for tic-tac- 
toe, games may be imagined where some of the rules would be of no help. 
This is oifiy to be expected. One may think of the machine as having a 
tendency to make rash, and rather simple-minded, assumptions about he 
game and to act accordingly. The justification for this is simply that the 
alternative to such action is an arbitrary or random selection of moves, 
and that a selection based on a hasty assumption is likely to be no worse 
than a random selection if it does not work. However, it may work. 
The choice of a simple 3 X 3 board was dictated by the size of the 
computer at our disposal. An awkward consequence of this choice was 
the difficulty of finding suitable games other than tic-tac-toe. The only 
other game tried on the machine was a rather trivial version of Hex. 
An interesting discussion of this game will be found in the July 1957 is- 
suc of the "Scientific American." The game may be played on boards of 
w~rying sizes, the 3 X 3 board being made up of ,line hexagons as shown 
i,~ the figure. The object of the game is for contestant A to place marks 
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FIG. 1.3 X 3 Hex Board. A win for A (crosses) is indicated 
in adjacent hexagons forming a connected line between the sides marked 
A. Contestant B should attempt the same for the sides marked B. 
It  will be noted that if the board is deformed into a square, only one 
of the symmetries of the latter (other than the identity) is valid for the 
game, and reversion of positions is meaningless. Hence this provides an 
example of a game that is quite incompatible (in the sense of our second 
note) with tic-tac-toe. It should be clear, however, that although Hex is 
played on hexagons and tic-tac-toe on squares, it is a matter of indiffer- 
ence to the machine what the form of the nine fields arc, and the Hex 
game obviously satisfies conditions (A) and (B). 
1.3 Fon~mL DESCRIPTION 
In order to state our rules more precisely it is convenient to introduce 
the following notation: 
The machine's position on the board is given by specifying the fields 
it has marked, and is denoted by an "X." The opponent's position is 
denoted by an "0." A configuration, C, is given by a pair (X,O). 
The nine fields of the board are numbered. A machine's move into the 
ith field is denoted by "M~ ." An opponent's move into the same field 
is denoted by "M~. ''
A Iransformalion, T, is a symmetry transformation of the board, con- 
sidercd as a square. During the course of, or prior to, a play certain 
transformations may be designated as invalid. 
Configurations and positions may be operated on in three ways. 
(a) Application of a move: 
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6' ~ M,C or (X,0) ~ (M~X,O). 
C ~ M/C  or (X,O) ---* (X,M/O).  
(b) Application of a transformation: 
C ---> TC or (X,0) -~ (TX,  TO). 
(c) Inversion of positions: 
c ~ c '  or (X ,O)  --, (O',X'). 
The inversion operation consists in changing a contestant's position 
into his opponent's position by "reversing" the mark of every marked 
field. 
The relation of inclusion between configurations is taken as self-ex- 
planatory: 
C I~C,  or, XI ~X2 and 01c :0 ,  
Given a configuration, C a move, M~, is said to be clear (ill 6') if tlle 
ith field is unmarked. 
Configurations are listed in memory as won or hopeless. Given a con- 
figuration, C, a clear move, M~, is said to be inadmissible (in C) if there 
exist a clear move, M~, a hopeless configuration, Ch, and a valid trans- 
formation, T, such that 
M/M,C  = TCh 
Otherwise M~ is said to be admissible. 
During the course of a play, and before a decision is reached, the in- 
puts to the machine specify the move selected by the opponent. This 
move is added to the machine's record of the current play to form the 
present configuration, C = ( X,O ). 
The machine's move is sclcetcd by means of the following six rules: 
Lct Ch and C'~ be hopeless and won configurations li ted in the memory. 
Let T be a valid transformation. Let M~ be a clear move (rules 1 and 
6), or an admissible move, (rules 2 through 5). 
Move M~ is selected by the rule if 
1. M,C = TO, or 
2. TX,~ ~ M~X, or 
3. TOh' ~ M~X, or 
4. TOh ~ M/O, or 
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5. M~ is the lowest-numbered a missible move, or 
6. _~f~ is the lowest-numbered clear move. 
Thcse rules must be supplemented by the following conditions. 
(a) Rules 1 through 5 are applied only if admissible moves exist. 
(b) The move selected by a rule shall be that determincd by the last 
memory entry to which the rule applies. The move selected by the ma- 
chine shall be that selected by the lowest-numbered rule. 
(c) Rules 5 and 6 are subjected to the following condition: Whenever 
a move is made under one of these rules, it is recorded in a register. 
On the next application of the rule the lowest-numbered move not in the 
register shall be selected. If no such move exists the register is erased 
and the process repeated. 
1.4 hIEMORY RECORD RULES 
At the end of a play the input to the machine specifies the opponent's 
final move, if any, and designates the play as a win, loss or draw for the 
machine9 
When presented with this information the machine stores the present 
configuration of a win as won, unless the last machine move was made 
under ule 1. It stores the present configuration ofa lost play as hopeless, 
unless the last machine move was made under rule 6. If the play is a 
draw, or if the exceptions noted above are satisfied, the machine stores 
nothing. 
If, in the course of a play, the present configuration has no admissible 
move, that configuration is stored as hopeless. 
If rule 1 has been applied and the next input does not designate the 
play as a win, the transformation used in the application of the rule is 
rccorded as invalid. If the identity transformation is recorded as invalid 
a special output occurs, and the machine prepares to erase its memory. 
2. PERFORMANCE 
Although our experience in playing against he machine is somewhat 
limited, sufficient evidence is available to permit a fair estimate of its 
capabilities and weaknesses. 
2.1 INFT,UENCE O~" OPPONENT 
It should be emphasized that the "knowledge" acquired by the ma- 
chine about the game is entlrely empmcal. Hence, the ability of the ma- 
chine to cope with a situation depends largely on the extent to which it 
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has previously been exposed to similar situations. In the case of tic-tac- 
toe, for instance, the machine will deliberately block an opponent's win 
along a diagonal only if it has a record of a previous disaster of this kind. 
As a result, it is possible to kccp the machine in ignorance about certain 
winning combinations indefinitely. Ill other words: given an integer, N, 
no matter how large, it is ahvays po~ible to play N plays against he 
machine and still be able to win. In order to do so, however, the op- 
ponent must either lose or draw most of these plays for large N. 
The important thing, of course, is that there exists an upper limit on 
the number of losses that the machine will take, and experience to date 
indicates that this number, for tic-tac-toe, is of the order of 50 to 60. 
It may be possible to increase this number by an elaborate scheme of 
playing, but the problem of doing so is rather complicated. 
It follows from these remarks that the machine's ability to play is 
closely related to the opponent's ability to present it with a to~lgh op- 
position. Starting from scratch, the machine will only develop enough 
skill to beat its opponent, and no matter how long it is exposed to a poor 
opponent, a better opponent may still have a chance to beat it for a 
short while. Eventually, however, even the expert must be satisfied with 
a draw. 
2.2 PECULIARITIES 
One of the interesting aspects of the machine is that its behavior dur- 
ing the "learning process" is often quite different from that of a hunmn 
player. The process of working backwards from the end configuration 
results in a rather weak opening strategy in early plays, and where ttle 
key moves are the early moves, the machine takes longer to "learn." 
Since it insists on trying all possible countermoves in the later stage of a 
play before it modifies its early moves, the machine will sometimes ap- 
pear to have forgotten previous losses. 
Moreover, since the nmchine does not have any prejudices about the 
winning combinations, it sometimes appears to neglect o block an "ob- 
vious" opportunity for the opponent to win. Thus lmving lost to a di- 
agonal three-on-a-row with an extra mark on the board, it will not block 
a pt/rc diagonal three-on-a-row. This sometimes puzzles observers who 
do not realize that, from the machine's point of view, the extra mark 
may be just as responsible for the disaster as the three diagonal marks. 
It is possible to utilize this in delaying the "learning process" by play- 
ing so as to win with more than three marks early in the game. 
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TABLE I 
Plays Wins Losses Draws 





LD DLLLLLLWLLW DLWLLV, SV 
DLLLLLWDDL 
20 0 20 0 
20 0 9 11 
20 0 9 11 
19 1 $ 10 
79 1 46 32 
20 3 11 6 
20 5 12 3 
10 1 6 3 
50 9 29 12 
As a result, the best strategy against tile machine nmy be quite dif- 
ferent from the best strategy against a human player. Thus, in tic-tac- 
toe, the best opening move against he machine is a corner move, or a 
move into the middle of a side, since these destroy the board symmetry 
and result ill the greater number of distinct opening countermoves. Typi- 
cal examples of what can be accomplished in this manner are shown in 
Table I. 
This table represents he results of two series of tic-tac-toe plays start- 
ing from scratch. The first string was obtained lly letting the opponent 
have the first move. The second was obtained by giving the machine the 
first move. The difference between the two strings illustrate quite effec- 
tively the degrce of control the first player has over the play. In both of 
these examples the playing was continued until it was felt that all pos- 
sible ways of winning had been exhausted. At the end of the first string a 
few plays were played, without erasing the memory, giving the machine 
tile first move. The results were as follows: 
LLLLDDDDDWL.  
The interesting aspect of this string is that tile initial losses resulted 
from an attempt, on the part of the machine, to imitate the opponent. 
Since the machine at first imitatcs only the opponent's position in a 
hopeless configuration, the resulting moves are at times startlingly unin: 
tclligcnt, and a certain amount of "relearning" is necessary. 
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2.3 A~ ALTERNATE SCtIEME 
It is interesting to contrast he performance of the machine with an 
earlier version whose four first move selection rules were based on the 
conditions: 
1. M,C  = TC,~ , 
2. TOh ~ Mi'O, 
3. M~X ~ TX,~, 
4. 3I~X ~ TOh', 
and was otherwise identical with the final version. It  should be noted 
that this earlier structure is much more defensive, since the blocking rule 
takes prcccdence over evcrything but a perfect match of a previous win. 
As a result, the earlier machine had a decided tendency to draw, and 
seldom took advantage of a possibility of winning if it could block the 
opponent instead. The final version is a nmch more interesting opponent 
but is liable to take a few more losses in its attempts to win. In return, 
its tendency to be satisfied with a draw is far less pronouuced. IIowcvcr, 
it cannot be guaranteed that it will always try to win. 
The last remark may be used as a criticism of our design. IIowcvcr, as 
will be shown iu our second llote, the defect can easily bc corrected by 
providing more memory records. Owing to the limitations of the com- 
puter at our disposal, however, we were forced to attempt a more eco- 
nomical scheme. 
An interesting distinction between the two machines was discovered 
when playing the game of IIex. The early and more defensive machine 
arrived at an unbeatable strategy after seven plays, nmchine starting, 
all of which were lost. The final machine had only a partial strategy 
after some 50 plays of which 41 were lost. The reason for this is that the 
asymmetry of the game makes the rule for imitating the opponent worth- 
less, and hence results in a large number of futile attempts to "learn" 
t)3' that rule. At the same time, since the game has only two values, a 
good defense is a reliable winning strategy. We have, mffortunately, not 
had the opportunity to carry the Hex-playing experiments o a conclu- 
sion. 
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2.4 DETECTION OF SYMMETRIES 
Tile Hex-playing referred to above was done by initially inforlning 
the machine of the (six) invalid symmetries of the square. All attempt 
(with the early version of the machine) to play Hex without his initial 
information was carried out for about 100 plays with little success. At 
tlle end of tlle run, tlle machine memory showed that only one invalid 
symmetry had been detected. 
This result was not quite unexpected. It should be noted that the de- 
termination ofinadmissible moves involves the use of symmetries. Hence, 
when the game is strongly asymmetric, it may be expected that moves 
will he deemed inadmissible that in reality are good. In order to avoid 
this difficulty, it would have been advisable to introduce two categories 
of hopeless configurations and two admissibility criteria, one depending 
on the full group of symmetries, the other depending on no symmetries 
at all. If no admissible move existed under the first criterion, the ma- 
chine would then attempt to find moves under the second criterion. This 
would, of course, not significantly affect its behavior in a symmetric 
game, but would avoid the difficulties in an asymmetric game. Since 
the machine would then "learn" to win, it would also detect invalid 
symmetries by the rules given for our version. The main difficulty with 
the present version, in addition to that already mentioned, is that so 
few wins occur early in the game that the machine has little or no oc- 
casion to test the symmetries. We have not had an opportunity to in- 
corporate the above suggestions into our program. 
Note I1: On a Definition of Machine Learning 
1. IIEURISTICS 
We consider automata that interact with their environments through 
the 'rcceipt and transmission of finite sequences of input and output sym- 
bols drawn from finite alphabets. It is common to define "learning" by 
postulating an observer who evaluates thc interaction and communicates 
the rcsult of his evaluation to the automaton. The latter is said to "learn" 
if, on the basis of the rcccivcd evaluations, it proceeds to modify its re- 
sponses o as to improve the evaluations with time. This definition, apart 
from being too vague, is totally useless ince, as has often been remarked, 
it recognizes as "learning" the behavior of an automaton designed to 
respond perfectly and to ignore the evaluation signals. (The countercx- 
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ample is sometimes given in terms of an automaton which simulates im- 
provemcnt, but this is, clearly, a superfluous nicety.) 
The framers of such definitions are saved by the fact that they do not 
use them for other than rhetorical purposes--the question whether a par- 
ticular automaton "learns" being decided by other, usually structural, 
criteria. 
The difficulty discussed is easily overcome, however, by requiring that 
the automaton bchave in the prescribed fashion for at least two incom- 
patible evaluation schemes. This clearly disposes of the undesired cases 
since, although it is perfectly possible to design an automaton to respond 
perfectly to both evaluations, it must "learn" by experience which 
scheme is used by the observer. Note that tile observer is not obligated 
to choose his evaluation scheme until after the automaton has made a 
rcsponse. Thus the modified definition may admit quitc trivial instances, 
but this is not an unusual or objectionable f ature. 
There are, however, several items that require clarification before the 
modified definition becomes acceptable. Regarding the modification it- 
self, it will bc necessary to specify what is meant by "incompatible evalu- 
ation schemes." It is clearly not sufficient hat the schemes be different, 
as the following example will show. Consider a scheme with only two 
values. A different scheme may be obtained by changing the value of an 
unfavorable response. An automaton that always respollds favorably 
under the first scheme will do so under the second scheme as well. 
A second item in nccd of clarification is the notion of improvcment. 
We replace this by an upper bound on the number of times a mistake 
may be repcatcd. This may appear to be too strong a condition, but we 
feel that it is justified by our solitary theorem (in Section 5) concerning 
the realizability of automata that satisfy the condition. 
Finally, it will be necessary to give a precise characterization of the 
notion of an evaluation scheme. 
2. FORMAL PRELIMINARIES 
Our definitions are to be framcd in terms of the interaction between 
the automaton and its environment. It is therefore convenient first to 
develop a term!nology with which to describe this interaction. 
We assume given the input and output alphabets of an autoinaton. 
An exchmige, c, is a finite sequence of input symbols followed by a finite 
sequence of output symbols. An e-slrb2g is a (finite or infinite) sequence 
of exchanges. 
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Let r and r be e-strings. We say that r is a substring of c~, or that ~2 
contains El, if e~ is identical with an initial segment of c~. (The substring, 
r is proper if el ~ ~2 .) The inLersection of r and e2 is the longest sub- 
string common to both. If the intersection of e~ and r is empty, the 
strings are said to be disjoin~. 
Two e-strings are said to be ozdpzlt allernalives if, upon deletion of the 
intersection from each string, the initial exchanges of the remainders 
have identical input sequences. An output alternative, ~,  of e._ is said 
to be minimal if the remainder of El after deletion of the intersection of 
~1 and f~ is a single exchange. 
Let E and E* be two ~ets of e-strings. E is said to be complelc in E* 
if every element of E* contains an element of E, and every clcment of E 
is contained in an element of E*. 
A set of e-strings is said to be proper for evulualion if no element of the 
set is a proper substring of any other element of the set. 
3. EVALUATIONS, ADAPTABILITY 
It  may be recalled that we are confining our attention to interactions 
in which finite input sequences always produce finite output sequences. 
Such interactions may be characterized by a set, E*, of all e-strings that 
can occur starting with the automaton in any state, and continuing as 
long as the automaton will respond. I t  should be emphasized that the 
set, E*, depends not only on the automaton i  question but also on the 
environment. Hence the interaction of the same automaton with two 
different environments may bc charaeterizcd by different sets, E*. 
In what follows we shall assume that a set E* is given, and confine 
our discussion to e-strings that arc substrings of elements of E*. 
An evaluation over E* is an ordered, finite class of disjoint sets of finite 
c-strings whose union is complete in E* and proper for evaluation. (The 
order of the sets is intended to reflect the intuitive order of increasing 
preference.) 
I t  should be noted that an evaluation assigns an order relation to 
those e-strings that occur in its members. This order relation may bc 
extended to all substrings of these e-strings in the following manner: 
Let A be the set of all c-strings occurring in the members of an evalua- 
tion and their substrings. Let E be a member of the evaluation. 
An e-string, c, in A is said to be superior to E if (a) ~ belongs to a set 
of higher order than that of E, or (b) every c-string in A that contains 
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E is, or has a minimal output alternative containing ~ that is, superior 
to E. 
The order of an e-string, e, in A is that of the lowest order set to which 
is not superior. 
Let E be a member of an evaluation, and let ~ be an element of E. 
We shall say that ~ is a mistake if it has a minimal output alternative 
that is superior to E. 
We now stipulate that, for a given automaton, there shall be specified 
a fixed, ordered set of input seqnenccs, to be designated as evaluation 
inputs, into which an evaluation shaU be mapped by mapping the ith 
highest order member of the evaluation on the ith sequence of the set. 
By a normal L-situation we shall mean a situation in which the inter- 
action of an automaton with its environment is characterized by a set, 
E*, subject o the following, additional stipulation: Counting from the 
initial state, as soon as the interaction has produced an e-string occurring 
in a member of a given evaluation, the corresponding evaluation input 
shall be presented to the automaton. This procedure shall then be re- 
peated throughout the interaction, taking the state following each evalu- 
ation input as a new "initial state." 
I t  should be obscrved that the completeness requirement for an evalu- 
ation guarantees that any interaction will give rise to an evaluation input 
after a finite number of exchanges. 
An automaton is said to be adaptable to a given evaluation if, under a 
normal L-situation, there exists, for each mistake, a finite upper bound 
on the numbcr of possible occurrences of that mistake. 
4. L-AUTOMATA AND L-BEHAVIOR 
Two evaluations over the same set E* are said to be incompatible if
each evaluation determines a set of e-strings with the following proper- 
ties. 
(a) All e-strings are of the same order, r (say). 
(b) If e is in the set and d is a minimum output alternative of e of 
order r, then e' is contained in some element of the set. 
(c) No minimum output alternative d is of order greater than r. 
(d) With respect o the other evaluation, if e is in the set, there exists a 
minimal output alternative of e whose order exceeds that of ~. 
A consequence of this definition is that an automaton that responds 
perfectly to one of two incompatible valuations can always be forced 
to make a mistake with respect o the other. 
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We are now in ~ position to give our main definition: 
Let the interaction of an automaton and an environment be charac- 
terized by a set, E*, of e-strings. The automaton is said to be an L-auto- 
maton, and its behavior is referred to as L-behavior, if it is adaptable to 
at least two incompatible valuations over E*. 
5. REALIZABILITY 
We shall say that the interaction between an automaton and its en- 
vironment is bounded if there exists a finite upper bound on the lengths 
of the input and output sequences that can occur. Our objective in this 
section is to show that the design problem for automata whose interac- 
tion is bounded is solvable. 
Let the length of an e-string be the number of exchanges occurring in 
it. The ~-order of an evaluation is the length of the longest e-string in 
the union of its members. We have the following theorem. 
THEOREM. Given a set, E*, characterizing a bounded interaction, there 
exists, for any positive integer, N, an ~aulomaton that is adaptable to all 
evaluations over E* of e-order not exceeding N. 
The validity of this theorem will be established by showing how such 
an L-automaton may be programmed on a computer. No formal proof 
is offered. 
By the input configuration to the computer at any time we shall mean 
the e-string representing the interaction following the last evaluation 
input, and the present input. The computer output, given an input con- 
figuration, shall be determined as follows. 
An output sequence shall be called inadmissible if the addition of the 
output sequence to the input coiffiguration produces an e-string listed 
in memory. Otherwise the sequence shall be called admissible. 
Given an input colffiguration, the computer shall respond with the 
alphabetically first of the admissible sequences. If no admissible sequence 
exists, the response shall be the alphabetically first of those sequences 
that produce the e-strings listed with highest evaluation. 
Memory records hall be made according to the following rules. 
An e-string receiving the highest possible evaluation shall be disre- 
garded. An e-string receiving a lower evaluation shall be listed, together 
with its evaluation, the first time it occurs. If an input configuration 
admits of no admissible sequence, then the e-string belonging to that 
configuration shall be listed with the evaluation belonging to the output 
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selected. The evaluation of such an entry may be lowered at a later 
stage. 
We claim that, for any evaluation, the above program will produce 
adaptation in the sense defined previously. Because of the finite charac- 
ter of the situation, only a finite number of entries are required, and only 
a finite number of output sequences need to be tested for each input 
configuration. Hence the program is realizable. 
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